Which African countries are open for travel?
Date of update: 17 February 2021
We were all dreaming about our next holiday when suddenly, without warning, the world
changed. The first cases of the corona virus were discovered and the Covid-19 pandemic
spread rapidly all over the world. But has it stopped you from dreaming about Africa? If it
hasn’t, the next questions are: which African countries are open for travel? And when is it
safe to travel again? The answer is unfortunately not a fixed starting date or a simple yes
or no. We can’t tell you to travel or not, but we can give you the information to help you
weigh the variables and make that choice for yourself. The good news is that most
countries are open for travel again - with no quarantine, only a valid test!

Consider this e-book as a guide to help you decide. Since this information changes all the
time, we will regularly update this e-book. There are many countries in Africa, each with
their own regulations. From a practical point of view, we have to limit ourselves to ‘our’
countries in Southern and Eastern Africa.
There are many pieces of a puzzle that need to fall in place before you can travel again
and realize your African dream Experience. You need to be able to trust your booking
agency and know that you are safe, not just being told something just to get you to book.
We pride ourselves on giving honest information and we will tell you right away whether
your plans are possible or not.
These puzzle pieces can be roughly divided in four categories: your home country
regulations, airline regulations, whether your African destination is open and how safe it
is to travel locally. (Note: we focus in this e-book exclusively on the Covid-19
consequences, not on any other diseases or regulations).
1. What are my home country regulations?
This varies wildly from country to country and can change on short notice if infections in
your holiday destination increase or decrease. So, this information you need to look up
yourself. Things to look at include:
• Are you allowed to travel to your destination of choice?
• Do you need to go into quarantine upon return?
• Does your travel insurance cover cancelations linked to the Covid-19 pandemic?
And if not, does your booking agency give full refund or free rebooking to a later
date if you need to cancel due to Covid-19, like borders closing? Yes, we do at Tales
from Africa Travel – we’ll let you know before you book how that works.
• Does your travel insurance cover hospitalization and/or repatriation flights due to
falling ill during your holiday? Does that cover all members of your party?
• Is your government embassy open and will it support you during your holiday?
• Most countries demand a negative Covid-19 test not older than 48-72 hours at the
moment of departure. Are you sure you can get the result of your test in time?
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2. What are the airline regulations?
These depends on the country you fly from and on the airline you want to use. It’s not
possible for us to give all the different regulations, but here are some points to consider:
• Most airlines demand a negative Covid-19 PCR test not older than 72 hours before
boarding, however this varies per airline. This is also obligatory for the return flight
and for any stopover flights! If you travel with Tales from Africa Travel, we’ll
arrange where and how to do this for the return flight.
• What are the cancelation procedures if you have to cancel, both due to the situation
at home as well as due to the situation at your destination? Do you get a voucher
or a cash refund, or a choice between the two?
• What are the rules onboard – this is especially important if you have a long flight.
Carrying a mask all the time is obligatory, but how does it work with meals,
entertainment, service? This will be different from what you are used to!
• What happens if you catch Covid-19 on your flight? Some airlines, like Emirates,
will pay your hospital bill, others will not.

3. Is my African destination open for tourism and what are the main rules?
Africa is a huge continent, so we’ll limit ourselves to East- and Southern Africa and the
countries where we organise holidays. In the table underneath you will find the current
situation with the numbers, when the country is expected to open and some of the main
rules that they have put in place. Generally speaking, the number of deaths related to the
number of infections is much. much lower than outside Africa and the recovery rate is
much higher. Though there is as yet no clear medical explanation for it, this is likely due
to a combination of factors, including the much higher percentage young people.
Note: negative Covid tests are for time of departure of home country, not arrival date!
country

current situation
(17 February 2021)

Open

most important regulations

Kenya

cases
deaths
recoveries

103,188
1,797
83%

YES
(through international airports only)

negative Covid PCR test < 96 hours old
PLC cards are used to track passengers
(Passenger Locater Cards)

Rwanda

cases
deaths
recoveries

17,594
240
88%

YES
(through international airport only)

negative Covid PCR test < 72 hours old
Covid test upon arrival
24-hour quarantine upon arrival

Zambia

cases
deaths
recoveries

70,823
974
90%

YES
(through international airports only)

negative Covid PCR test < 7 days old
possibly Covid test upon arrival

Tanzania
Last test
29 April

cases
deaths
recoveries

509
21
36%

YES
(through international airports only)

no Covid PCR test required
screening upon arrival
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country
Mauritius

cases

current situation
(17 February 2021)
603

Open
LIMITED OPEN
closed for travelers that stayed
within 15 days prior in UK

Most important regulations
negative Covid PCR test < 7 days old

deaths

10

recoveries

94%

Namibia

cases
deaths
recoveries

36,366
392
95%

YES
(Windhoek airport)

Botswana

cases
deaths
recoveries

25,802
226
84%

YES
(through international airports only)

negative Covid PCR test < 72 hours old
screening upon arrival

Mozambique

cases
deaths
recoveries

51,800
551
62%

LIMITED OPEN
(air access limited to 6 countries)
curfew 9 pm – 4 am

negative Covid PCR test < 72 hours old
screening upon arrival

South Africa

cases

1,494,119

YES

deaths

48,133

recoveries

93%

negative Covid PCR test < 72 hours old
complete and produce an online travel
health questionnaire on own device
screening upon arrival

eSwatini

cases
deaths
recoveries

16,606
634
75%

Lesotho

cases
deaths
recoveries

10,350
254
unknown

CLOSED AGAIN TILL END FEBRUARY

Uganda

cases
deaths
recoveries

40,063
331
unknown

YES
(Entebbe international airport only)

negative Covid PCR test < 120 hrs old
screening upon arrival

Malawi

cases
deaths
recoveries

29,421
968
50%

YES
(through international airport only)

negative Covid PCR test < 10 days old
possibly Covid test upon arrival

Zimbabwe

cases
deaths
recoveries

35,315
1,414
78%

CLOSED AGAIN TILL JUNE

Madagascar

cases
deaths
recoveries

19,598
292
96%

CLOSED AGAIN

cases
deaths
recoveries

109,584,897
2,421,075
56%

cases
deaths
recoveries

27,757,393
488,111
unknown

Comparison:
world

USA

mandatory full board package booked
In-room quarantine for 14 days

(int. airports and land borders)
curfew 11 pm – 4 am
YES
(int. airport and land borders)
curfew 8 pm – 4 am

negative Covid PCR test < 7 days old
possibly Covid test upon arrival
fill epidemiological questionnaire

negative Covid PCR test < 72 hours old
screening upon arrival
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country
UK

Germany

current situation
(17 February 2021)
cases
4,070,332
deaths
118,421
recoveries
unknown
cases
deaths
recoveries

Open

Most important regulations

2,355,288
66,602
92%

4. How safe is it to travel in my destination?
Last but not least, how safe is it once you have arrived? This is where local knowledge and
trust really come into play. We are on the ground in Africa and know what is going on.
• Generally speaking, the Covid-19 cases are concentrated in and around the major
cities. In most game reserves and small communities, cases are virtually nonexistent. Hence if you travel directly to a game reserve upon arrival, your chances
of meeting someone who carries the infection are very low. We can’t guarantee a
zero risk, but our itineraries minimise the risks of catching Covid-19.
• Most places have very strict regulations in place to minimise the risk of catching
Covid-19. There are different protocols for lodges, game drive vehicles, other
transport, trains, local flights, restaurants, excursions, sight-seeing etc. At Tales
from Africa, we check with all we book for you that they actively conform to the
regulations and execute them without exceptions. As a result, you might for
instance have your meals served in your room and not in the restaurant, or have
no buffet-breakfast but a more limited choice served at your table.
• Tales from Africa has received the Safe Travels compliance with Covid-19 industry
protocols stamp and we make sure that our partners adhere to minimally the same
standards.
We hope to have given you the information you need (about which African countries are
open for travel) to help you make your decision. We do understand your concerns and if
anything is unclear, or if you would like to discuss any of this with us to help you choose,
please don’t hesitate to contact us!

Disclaimer:
This is not an official document but an e-book (titled ‘Which African countries are open for travel?’) written with
the sole purpose to give you information on which you can base your own decision whether, when and where to
travel to those African countries that we have first-hand knowledge of. The decision to travel is solely your own
decision and we are therefore not liable in any way for any costs or consequences, whether material or
immaterial, deriving from that decision.
All the information in this e-book is sourced from the Johns Hopkins Coronavirus Resource Center and other
relevant information sites. Though we check our information and try to the best of our abilities to ensure it is
correct, we can’t be held liable for any mistakes in the information contained in this e-book.
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